Unsolved Homicide

About this Deck
This deck profiles 52 unsolved homicides and missing persons. There are hundreds of other cases that are not profiled here. You might know something about these cases or you might have some information on cases not in this deck. You may think the information you have is not important or would not be helpful to the investigation. However, that information just might be the missing link that family members have been waiting years for that can solve their loved one’s case and bring closure to their family. The victims depicted in this deck are someone’s mother, father, sister, brother, wife, husband or child. If you have information about any case in this deck or a case that does not appear in this deck, please dial #80 T.I.P.S. Hotline or the Indiana State Police Hotline 1 (800) 453-4756.

If you have any information on these or other IDOC featured Cold Cases, you may contact Crime Stoppers REWARDS ARE OFFERED!!!
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The sale of Indiana Cold Case Playing Cards is restricted to currently incarcerated individuals only, and not for use by the general public.
A reward is offered for any viable information.
A reward is offered for any viable information.